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Creative Europe:

Towards the Next Programme Generation

Cultural initiatives have become one of the main agents for change in society. Cultural
investment and cultural workers influence the attractiveness of places (cities), economic
development, the spirit and morale of people, as well as social cohesion, entrepreneurship,
and wellbeing. The Cultural and Creative Sectors equally make a significant economic
contribution, with more than 12 million full-time jobs (7,5% of the EU workforce), and
€509 billion in value added to EU GDP.1

The manifold impacts of culture for Europe’s society and economy are more and more
broadly acknowledged across EU policy documents. This is reflected in the New European
Agenda for Culture, and Creative Europe is the main EU instrument to deliver on these
ambitious goals. The paper aims at providing an analysis of the Creative Europe
programme, including its objectives, structure, aspects related to decision-making and the
impact of its implementation.

Main findings of the report

The Creative Europe programme has identified the right objectives and policy tools across
the value chains to address the CCS’ weaknesses and help them to benefit more from the
Single Market. Creative Europe actions that support the circulation of EU works and
audience development in culture and audiovisual sectors contribute to the EU objective of
promoting cultural diversity across Europe.

1 Christian Ehler, Luigi Morgano, European Parliament Own-Initiative Report on a coherent EU policy for CCIs,
2016. 2016/2072(INI).

Abstract

Creative Europe is a unique programme in Europe, tailored to the needs of the cultural
and creative sectors. It is the main programme that contributes to the cultural policy
objectives of the EU. The programme targets the right priorities, but its modest budget
prevents it from making a substantial impact. The report provides recommendations for
a more ambitious future programme, reflecting the richness of European cultural
diversity.
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However, the EU has yet to make the most of its extraordinary cultural resources. Creative
Europe is still a small programme of the European Union. Its budget is too slim considering
the importance and the contribution of the CCS to EU’s economy and society. Too much is
required from a € 1,46 billion budget (over 7 years) whose actions are to be scattered
throughout 27 countries for geographical balance.

Our main findings are the following:

 Creative Europe is a popular programme considering the amount of applications
and the very low success rate (in particular for the Culture sub-programme). This
indicates the thirst of artists and cultural workers to engage at European level and
to transform the Single Market into a space for creative expressions that values
imagination and cultural exchanges.

 Creative Europe tries to overcome the difficulty for cultural operators to benefit
from the Single Market whilst they operate in different linguistic and cultural
markets.

 Creative Europe is excellent in networking CCS and especially audiovisual
professionals and helps them apprehend the European challenge.

 Creative Europe ambitions to develop an international strategy but has yet to
acquire the human and financial resources to implement this ambition.

This report looks also into a few topics of relevance for the future Creative Europe
programme:

1. Delegated and Implementing Acts

In laying down the regulation for the future Creative Europe programme, it is important
to reach a balance between the need for flexibility in implementing the programme (in
order to ensure the needs of the cultural and creative operators and to successfully
respond to socio-economic challenges) and the need for political and democratic scrutiny
of how the programme is managed and implemented.

Policy priorities, amendments of non-essential elements and selection criteria could
arguably be subject to delegated acts as they introduce new elements of a semi-political
nature and could exceed purely implementing prerogatives of the Commission.
Implementing acts  (in this case, the Annual Work Programmes) should be used solely to
ensure uniform conditions for implementation for essential elements already decided in
the basic act or for non-essential elements introduced via a delegated act. The question
comes down to the level of detail that the legislature might want to lay down in the basic
act in the future, so that a balance is struck between the democratic need for scrutiny of
the Commission’s measures and the need to provide the executive with reasonable
discretion in order to ensure enough flexibility in supplementing or amending non-essential
elements and in pure implementation of the programme. Ultimately, achieving this balance
is also a way to ensure legal soundness, coherence and consistency, together with
transparency, democratic legitimacy and workability of implementation of the Creative
Europe programme.

2. Synergies between Creative Europe and other programmes

Creative Europe, and especially the MEDIA sub-programme has strong synergies with
national and international funding sources: it acts as a quality seal and significantly helps
selected projects to leverage additional funding across (national) film funds or co-
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production funds (especially Eurimages). In many cases, this chain of funding also helps
film producers to secure pre-sales deals with distributors.2

The research team takes the view that Creative Europe, as a small and already over-
demanded programme, should not try to include new priorities from other programmes.
However, given the impacts of the CCS across other policy areas, other programmes
should align on or complement Creative Europe’s objectives wherever feasible.

In terms of other EU-funded programmes, our analysis shows they are gradually
integrating the CCS as part of their calls for proposals. A quick analysis of these calls or
funding priorities shows that the objectives pursued are aligned with Creative Europe, or
highly complementary. However, there is no joint strategy, implementation model or
single information point. Stronger synergies could be achieved through joint
communication and ideally joint management of such calls, in order to better deliver on
those shared objectives. This could be foreseen in the future programme.

3. Taking stock of the European Commission’s mid-term review of the Creative Europe
programme

Both our analysis and the mid-term review show the programme is highly relevant for the
CCS but is simply too small (0.03% of the value of the CCS sector) to overcome key
market trends, such as, for instance, the prevalence of US films in the audiovisual market.
The lack of real integration of Creative Europe in the EU’s strategy for culture in external
relations is another shared analysis, especially compared to the priorities of the Agenda
for Culture. The possibility to include more open and innovative calls through a topic-
oriented approach could be included as part of a ‘flexibility clause’ in the future
programme, which would be activated via delegated acts.

The review notes positive developments on data collection thanks to the cooperation with
the European Audiovisual Observatory. While this is true, the other CCS have not yet
benefitted from similar progress. The Music Moves Europe initiative launched under
Creative Europe is seeking to address the issue for the music sector through a feasibility
study for a music observatory.

Importantly, the mid-term review notes the lack of appropriate indicators and thus the
challenges for monitoring and evaluating the programme. The review makes interesting
proposals to this end, by proposing to regroup some priorities and sub-priorities which
largely overlap across the programmes. Our analysis would tend to align with this
argument and suggest focusing on structuring effects of the programme on the European
CCS.

Finally, the review identifies that there are no instruments of a similar scale as Creative
Europe at European and international level, and that there is an overall shortage of
international funding for the CCS.

2 Interviews
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Key concluding remarks and policy recommendations

In light of the findings of this report, the future version of Creative Europe needs to adapt
to new realities linked to:

 Changes in cultural consumption patterns (especially amongst young audiences).
 The role taken of cities and local authorities in supporting cultural investment as

part of economic and social development strategies.
 The role taken by CCS in developing new forms of working practices (more

collaborative, grassroots and cross sectorial).
 The power of digital platfroms (Netflix, Google, Amazon, Tencent, Apple, Facebook)

that will influence business models, financing and distribution of “content”.
 The willingness and interest of third countries to engage with EU’s CCS as part of

trade, diplomatic and cultural exchanges.

The discussion on the future Creative Europe programme is the opportunity to inspire the
European project with alternative values and objectives to statistical as well as productive
ends. Art and culture make a vital contribution to the achievement of objectives that
reconcile the creation of wealth with sustainability and transcend purely economic or
utilitarian constraints.

We have entered a period characterised by enormous economic, social, technological and
environmental challenges. The development of a genuinely ambitious policy for creativity
associating art and culture can help us to address many of those challenges. Our analysis
provides ideas and suggestions for the European Parliament to champion a proactive
European programme in that respect.

Existing support mechanisms need to adapt to favour sustainable and collaborative
outcomes such as experimentation and cross disciplinary activities mixing technology,
artistic and business skills. This is why we would like to formulate recommendations for
an ambitious future for Creative Europe and equip the programme with the adequate
resources and tools to achieve its objectives:

Objective Policy recommendations

An ambitious and
high-profile
Creative Europe
programme

- Significantly increase the CE programme budget for the period
(2021-2027), in line with the call from 70 organisations from
the CCS.

- Develop synergies with other EU programmes (Structural
Funds, COSME Development and cooperation, social, education)
to ensure that the Cultural Agenda is mainstreamed in other
policy areas not only in terms of priorities but also in terms of
earmarked funding lines.

- Improve coordination or review the management of the
programme by two different DGs (EAC and CNECT). It is
important to give cultural policy a higher political profile across
European Institutions to avoid marginalisation in the EU
Structure.

- Boost Creative Europe visibility by establishing an advisory
board composed of prominent personalities from the world of

http://impalamusic.org/sites/default/files/pictures/attachedfiles/Boosting the EU culture budget - A call from Europe%27s cultural %26 creative sectors_0.pdf
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art, cultural institutions, major investors and creative
businesses.

- The evolution of the programme between 2014 and 2018 is
positive and well adapted to new needs of the sector. The future
programme should endeavour to strike a balance between
flexibility and democratic debates on new political priorities.

- The future Creative Europe Regulation should provide a clear
legal framework to achieve this balance and notably foresee
where delegated acts could be used to adapt the programme to
new policy priorities.

Building scale and
enabling
experimentations

- Support large scale initiatives aimed at promoting cross
sectorial collaborations with a view to innovate (technology,
social and economic innovation).

- Encourage the labelling (“With the support of Creative Europe”)
of “best” initiatives to contribute to their sustainability
(independently of whether they receive additional funding).

- Attract large private donors to invest in Creative Europe’s label
and notably EU prizes to give them an international dimension.

- Support initiatives from national public bodies or cultural
institutions which work together on large scale popular pan
European events or projects (for instance, national film
institutes to set up a VOD portal on cinema with media literacy
objectives).

Strengthening
Creative Europe’s
international
dimension

- Reinstate a clear international component as part of Creative
Europe (akin to MEDIA Mundus).

- Include CCS representatives in trade missions (EU-South Korea
cultural cooperation protocol) led by Creative Europe units at
DG EAC and CNECT.

- Ensure that technical assistance programme with neighbouring
countries notably the Balkans include the cultural dimension, in
line with Creative Europe objectives (or channel funding of
these programmes through Creative Europe)

- Support the setting up of a cultural expert task force to advise
third countries on cultural policies.

Better
measurement of
Creative Europe
social and cultural
impacts

- Set up a cultural observatory responsible for collecting data
missing from national statistic bodies and EUROSTAT to better
measure the CCS’ economic, trade and social contribution.

- Establish a clear set of indicators to measure impact of policies
on cultural diversity, training and audience development.

Strengthening
Creative Europe’s
impact for social
innovation

- Encourage and support networks of social innovators, reward
link to cultural networks, organisations and practitioners,
especially where these are working on the key themes of the
social agenda: young people, skills, migration, older people etc.

- A sponsored prize for social creativity, to highlight and promote
good practices.

- Set up a ‘creative corps’ – a trans-national database of creative
workers with the skills and abilities to work in particular areas
of social innovation.
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Further information
This document is available on the internet in summary with option to download the full text at:
http://bit.ly/2JD2y60

More information on Policy Department research for CULT: https://research4committees.blog/cult/

Disclaimer and copyright. The opinions expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the official position of the European Parliament. Reproduction and translation for non-commercial purposes are authorised,
provided the source is acknowledged and the European Parliament is given prior notice and sent a copy. © European Union, 2018.
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